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Have you ever been entirely convinced of a theory only
to have it disproven once actual evidence is found? It
would seem obvious that the Vikings will win the Super

Bowl with Brett Farve, Adrian Peterson and Randy Moss – but
quite often the seemingly likely outcome proves
unattainable.

Our real estate market works in much the same way. One
would think that a retail center located in a high income
and high traffic count neighborhood will sell for more than
others in less desirable locations. Once the actual sales are
found, the evidence could produce the opposite result.
Appraisers encounter these dilemmas on a daily basis. Every
sale or lease is unique with complex negotiations and
motivations negating any trends that may otherwise be
present. This problem has been intensified in recent years as
fewer typical, arms-length transactions exist and lease terms
continue to change.

An appraisal is a property value estimation based on data
inputs with varying degrees of reliability. Inputs that are likely
to have questionable reliability due to the cyclical business
cycle and recent lack of investment activity include
forecasting vacancy and lease-up periods and determining
capitalization rates. In reality, appraisers should state the
confidence levels associated with their value conclusion,
with a range of values and an analysis of its reliability. In
practice, however, a point estimate of market value is what
users of an appraisal report require.1

For anyone using an appraisal report as a benchmark for a
property’s value, the report’s scope of work must first be
considered. Failure to analyze an appraisal’s scope of work
often leads to erroneous value conclusions. If the scope of
work is limited or restricted to the client for “investment
value,” then the value conclusion will only consider the
property’s contract rent and does not reflect the true
market value of the real estate. Appraisals engaged for
condemnation purposes are a different report altogether.
When a unit of government orders an appraisal for
condemnation purposes, the value is of the fee simple

Location: Ramsey: Highway 10, bounded by Ramsey and
Armstrong Boulevards.
Owner: City of Ramsey HRA
Development Manager: Darren B. Lazan, Landform
Acreage: 400 acres total, 120 acres remain developable
Current Availability: 50-acre contiguous shopping center site
with primary infrastructure in place. Pad ready commercial,
residential, and mixed use sites, and retail space for lease.
Development Options: Sale, ground lease, BTS, leasehold.
Demographics: Average incomes in Ramseyare over $100,000.Over
100,000 residentswithin a 6-mile radius. 40,000ADT onHighway 10.
Additional Facts/Narrative: THE COR (formerly Ramsey Town
Center) has undergone restructuring and master planning
under new ownership. Recent developments include a 30,000 sf
Allina Clinic; 24,000 sf Veterans Affairs (VA) Clinic, the 11-acre
Draw Park, and future 200+-unit residential apartment project,
and 80+-unit senior living project. THE COR is the home of the
proposed Northstar Train Station making THE COR the only
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) located on the new
Northstar Commuter Line. www.CORatRamsey.com

Snapshot

TheCORatRamsey
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interest and usually includes any tenant
improvements; most often a shopping
center’s value is of the leased fee interest
and only includes the “vanilla shell” space.

Appraisers are often forced to simplify
information in order to make comparisons
and adjustments between the subject and
the sale or lease comparables. As any
commercial real estate practitioner knows,
transactions are rarely “typical & market-
based;” there is always some “hair on the
deal.” Opinions of market value and the
outcomes during negotiations are judged
differently between the opposing parties.
Attempting to reconcile all the complex
negotiations into a single “conditions of
sale” adjustment lead some to question the
accuracy of an appraisal. However, the
complex negotiations are “typical &
market-based.” It is only when there are
motivations outside of the typical that
warrant adjustment. For instance, an
adjustment is warranted if the sale involved
a distressed seller or was between related
parties. Interviews with the relevant
individuals may provide an indication of
direction of the adjustment, but the
appraiser often must judge the degree of
magnitude.

The nuances of retail real estate require
appraisers to be particularly vigilant.
Questions that must be answered include:

� What’s the probability that a tenant will
renew when its lease expires?

� Is the value to be based on contract
rent or market rent?

� Are tenant improvements included in
valuation or just the “vanilla shell”?

� How do termination clauses, exclusive-
use clauses, and co-tenancy clauses
affect the value?

� What are the most appropriate
methods to determine a capitalization
rate?

In order to generate a credible value, it is
imperative that important lease clauses be
communicated to the appraiser. Let’s
examine how an appraiser would discount
a 10-year lease with a five-year termination
clause. When the market was good,
appraisers would assume the tenant would
not exercise any termination rights and no
analysis would appear in the report. Such
should not be the case today. Using a
discounted cash flow analysis, it is fairly
straightforward to determine the present
value of the future income loss from a
tenant vacating. What is difficult to
determine is the probability of the tenant
leaving and how long the space would
remain vacant if it left.

Failing to meet a sales threshold could
induce a tenant to exercise its termination
clause. Appraisers must determine the
market rent for the space in the termination
year. Tenants with below-market leases
could be less likely to exercise the clause
and tenants with above-market leases will
likely re-negotiate or leave. Rents above
market would be brought down to market
for the remaining term. It would also be
appropriate to assign a probability that the
tenant would leave the space entirely,
requiring additional income losses from
vacancy and lease-up costs. Placing
numbers on all these inputs is where the
appraiser’s judgment must come into play.
Knowing the market and how landlords and
tenants interact helps the appraiser make
better assumptions.

Additional lease clauses unique to retail
properties include “go-dark” provisions and
related co-tenancy clauses. Finding a value
estimate if an anchor tenant “goes dark”
can be credible if other vacant building
sales exist in the market. Or, the property
can be valued as stabilized with deductions
made for costs associated with achieving
the “stabilized value.” In both cases
assumptions must be made, including the
loss of income to the other tenants due to
co-tenancy clauses and a reduction in
traffic to the shopping center. The best way
for an appraiser to make credible
assumptions is to interview many market
participants who are experts in the
shopping center industry.

Determining capitalization rates in today’s
market is the most difficult task of the
appraisal assignment. This is especially true
in retail real estate because any
transaction that has occurred recently is
likely fraught with excessive vacancy,
atypical financing arrangements, and/or
distressed sellers. The lack of credible
market evidence calls into question the
influence actual transactions should have
in determining a cap rate. Interviews with
potential buyers and their return
expectations is often more credible. Due to
the perceived risk of any commercial real
estate asset, buyers are demanding higher
returns. Sellers may argue that well-leased,
strong credit-tenant properties should have
cap rates only slightly higher from a few
years ago. While these properties are still a
relatively safe investment, all real estate is
affected by the external market and likely
deserves higher capitalization rates.

The following is an example of how the
investment market has changed. A few
years ago it would have been absurd to
think that Starbucks would be closing shops;
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ACI Asphalt Contractors, Inc.
To provide our clients with
unique, cost effective
industry leading solutions for
their pavement needs using
a consultative approach.

Brookfield Properties
To be a leader in the North
American Commercial Real
Estate Industry.

Gray Plant Mooty
GrayPlantMooty (GPM) isa law
firmdriven toassistourclients in
achieving theirobjectives:we
strive tounderstandourclients’
businesses, listen to their needs,
and then roll upour sleeves to
workalongside themtomeet
theirgoals.Wevalueclient
partnerships,andclients value
GPM’s integrity, loyalty,and
entrepreneurial spirit. Drawingon
over143yearsofexperience,we
helpbusinessesmove forward
becauseweknowwhere
businesshasbeen.Recognized
asoneof the leadingcorporate
firms inMinnesotaandoneof the
top franchise lawfirms innation,
GPMheadquartered in
Minneapoliswithoffices in St.
Cloud,Minnesota,and
Washington,DC.Our170
attorneys serve regional, national,
and internationalclients.

Midwest Maintenance &
Mechanical, Inc.
To provide a single,
comprehensive source of
quality services to our
commercial real estate
customers.

Minneapolis/St. Paul Business
Journal
Providing the latest breaking,
local business news to the
Minneapolis/St. Paul market
weekly in print, daily by
email, continually online at
mspbj.com.

RSM McGladrey, Inc.
We are focused on
becoming the recognized
global leader in enhancing
the business performance of
mid-market companies.

Reliable Property Services
To provide value oriented,
reliable and consistent
propertymaintenance services
to owners and professional
facilities managers.

Guest Author: Peter Bruce, Pedestrian StudiesHot Spots

Shoppers are lured or deterred from
store spaces by their pedestrian
experience. Adjacencies to major foot-

traffic generators and complementary
stores are two major factors which
influence shopping behavior. Other factors
are: the shoppers’ responses to conscious
and subconscious visual cues, and formed
habits in terms of parking and walking
distance.

Which Side of the Center is Best?
Most shoppers will access a shopping
center from the side closest to their trip
origin. For this reason alone, it is important
to know from which side of the center’s
trade area most of your customers
approach. They may be travelling by car,
bus or on foot. For instance, a large share of
customers of a certain type may be
walking from a nearby large store,
restaurant, residence, or workplace. When
walking to and through the mall on your first
reconnaissance, ask yourself if your
customer type is more prevalent at one
entrance and why?

Seek a Space near a Visual
Amenity
Look for proximity to visual amenities.
Shoppers seek visual stimulation because it
is fun. As they walk from a parking space
toward a mall, into the mall and through
the mall, they hunger for new experiences.
A jazzy piece of art, a play area, or a
cluster of high quality merchandise carts
can lure the shopper a little off their regular
path through a corridor or atrium. A
variation of 20 feet in a shopper’s path can
make a big difference in how visible an
adjacent store space is to them.

Boredom is a Big Barrier to Walking
Stay away from corridors which don’t invite
the eye unless they enjoy proximity to big
traffic generators like department stores or
movie theaters. The customer’s first
experience in the mall can be one of
encountering poorly lit, long walls of plain or
unoccupied storefronts. This kind of
entrance is not appealing to customers.
Many customers choose to access a mall
through department store exterior
entrances because they offer immediate
stimulation in the form of merchandise
visibility, good lighting and friendly, helpful
store personnel.

Young People Like Color, Creative
Combinations of Elements
If you are selling to young people,
remember they tend to like more visual
stimulus and respond well to vibrant colors
and unusual combinations of physical
objects and words or names. Older
customers may like a more sedate, visually
pleasing environment.

Poor Visibility of Storefront and/or
Merchandise: The 300-foot Rule
A customer’s eyes are the most important
shopping resource they have. Knowing
what they see and how they perceive it is
hard to determine. When you are scoping
out a store space, approach it from
different access points. Ask yourself if a
customer is required to walk 300 feet to turn
a corner to see the store space. A 300-foot
walking route is a long distance in a
shopper’s mind. This is especially true if the
walk does not offer the visual stimulation of
an alternative walking route. Good
shopping centers can shorten the
perception of a long corridor with three-
dimensional art, strategically placed food,
well-designed information kiosks, and floor
patterns that tastefully engage the eye.

Foot-TrafficCongestionCanBeGood
A crowd (e.g. movie theater patrons
waiting for a show) or a heavy stream of
pedestrian traffic generally obstructs the
view of a tenant space from a viewing
angle. If these phenomena occur
infrequently, the temporary disadvantage
of poor visual access from across a large
space or courtyard may be offset by the
advantage of many shoppers – moving at
slow speed or standing still – having long
visual access to the space. At this speed
they really study the detail of store
merchandise and presentation quality.

A Positive Factor: The Buzz of Brief,
Heavy Foot Traffic
Crowds of people turn off some shoppers
and turn on others. However, foot traffic of
a certain density can stimulate most
people to walk through a shopping area
more because it gives them a brief,
emotional high. They feel the excitement of
being involved in a large, active group of
people performing the same task:
shopping, doing errands and absorbing the
uniqueness of a special

Evaluating Store Spaces

continued on page 6



�� Parasole is scheduled to open a pizza place,Mazzo Mia, in the former
Tejas location at 50th & France in mid-November, and is opening a 5,400 sf
Burger Jones on County Road 42 in Burnsville at the Aurora Village Center
in a space previously occupied by Blockbuster Video.

�� Anytime Fitness opened a 5,530 sf fitness club in Mendota Plaza on
Highway 110 in Mendota Heights.

�� Cub Foods, owned by Jerry’s Enterprises, Inc., is remodeling the
store on South Robert Street, adding a 5,000 sf liquor store, and adding a
gas station and four outlot parcels in the Cub Foods parking lot.

�� The Shops at West End signed leases with New Orleans-based Doyle
Restaurant Group for three new restaurants opening in early 2011:
La Crepe Nanou—an 8,000 sf “romantic neighborhood bistro;”
The Wine Loft—featuring a 250-bottle selection of wines with over
70 wines by the glass; and Huey’s 24/7 Diner—a 3,600 sf burger
joint that will be open 24/7.

�� Local coffee roaster, Bull Run, is opening its first stand-alone
coffee bar this fall in Calhoun Square across from the new Apple store.

�� In November, Psycho Suzi’s Motor Lounge is relocating to
an 18,000 sf riverfront location in the former home of Gabby’s
Saloon in Northeast Minneapolis.

�� FrenchMeadow owner Lynn Gordon will be serving her French
Meadow baked goods at Peoples Organic Coffee andWine
Café, a new shop in Galleria, set to open in November.

�� Primp, a new “cheap-chic boutique” owned by Rapport
handbags designer Michele Henry andWesley Uthus, opened in
September on the corner of Selby & Dale in St. Paul. It features their
fabric handbags, accessories, and dresses alongside other brands.

�� Las Margaritas opened at Woodbury Commons. This is
their second restaurant in the Twin Cities market.

�� Bars bakery opened in September at Selby & Dale. Owned
by Sandi Younkin, the founder and former owner of Swede Hollow
Cafe and her daughter, Kara Younkin Viswanathan, it features
dessert bars, cookies, scones, sweet and savory tarts, caramel rolls
and Chicago’s beloved Intelligentsia coffee.

�� Subo in downtown Minneapolis has closed, and Tim Niver and
Aaron Johnson of the Strip Club Meat & Fish are planning to reopen
the space by mid-November as The Inn restaurant and bar. They
plan to offer “comfort food with a Euro-colonial twist.”

�� Prairie Ale House, owned by Aaron Johnson, will open this fall
in a former Timber Lodge Steakhouse in Eden Prairie, and will serve
sustainably-raised meats and a large beer and cocktail selection plus
pickled eggs and deep-fried pickles stuffed with cream cheese,
jalapenos, and Spam!

�� Poor Richard’s Commonhouse, a colonial American-themed
pub, opened in the former Major’s Sports Café at 8301 Normandale Blvd. in
Bloomington. Poor Richards is a concept of the Premier restaurant group,
which operates all the Majors restaurants, Stella’s Fish Cafe, andMolly Cool’s.

�� Discount Tire and Valvoline have closed on pad sites at Dunkirk
Square in Maple Grove, joining Rainbow Foods, Hallmark and Anytime Fitness.

�� A corporateQuiznos store will open at Chaska Commons by the end of 2010.
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Primary Career Focus: Design/Architecture
Hometown: Grand Forks, ND (Go Sioux hockey!)
Education: Bachelor of Architecture, North Dakota State University (Go Bison!)
Family: Partner, Elizabeth and Clementine the dog
Hobbies: Biking, photography, traveling, finding the perfect cupcake
Very First Job: Mickey D’s!
Dream Job: Traveling architectural photographer
Secret Talent: Packing a car with room to spare
Favorite Food: Mom’s applecrisp
Favorite Book: Tales of the City
Favorite Movie: The Italian Job
Favorite Places Traveled: Barcelona, Spain; Florence, Italy; Switzerland
MSCA Involvement: STARRSM Awards Committee

Primary Career Focus: To promote and assist general contractors, architects, engineers,
subs & suppliers with commercial workflow solutions throughout the entire life cycle of a
construction project
Hometown: LaCrosse, WI
Education: Bachelor’s degree
Family: 16-year-old son
Hobbies: Dance, sports, music, cards, games, travel
Very First Job: Burger King
Dream Job: Actress on the big screen!
Secret Talent: Sing, Dance, Act
Favorite Movie: The Notebook
Favorite Quote: “Work like you don’t need the money, love like you’ve never been hurt,
and dance like nobody’s watching.”
Mentors: Late Granny, Mom, Kevin Douglas
Favorite Place Traveled: Negril, Jamaica
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Jill Blihovde
The Blue Book Building & Construction

Charla Evenson
CMA (C.M. Architecture)

Member Profiles

W A T C H

NewMembers

George O’Brien
NorthMarq

Jerry Perron
Leonard, Street and
Deinard

John J. Erickson
NorthMarq

The 2010 MSCA Retail Report Committee has spent many
hours verifying the data presented in this year’s
publication. The data contained within the report was a joint

effort between MSCA and MNCAR.

The MSCA Retail Report continues to document the Investment
Market, Lending Market, Economic Climate, Legislative Sessions,
and Property Valuations. This information is invaluable over the
years if you track its history. To this year’s report we added
sections on the Light Rail Transit and Target Field, two major
focuses in 2010. We continue to track the different types of malls
and neighborhood centers, as well as update you on the outstate
properties.

This is the second year the report will be distributed in CD form
only, so members have the option to print a hard copy or just
draw upon information electronically when they need it. The Retail Report program has
consistently been one of the best attended MSCA programs and we expect this year’s
program to be no different. The format will again be interactive, with questions and
answers taken from the report itself. It promises to be informative as well as entertaining.

Thanks to this year’s Retail Report committee members and all those who contributed to
the report.

Committee Chat
by Janet Goossens, Kraus-Anderson Companies
and Jim Mayland

Retail Report

November 18, 2010
Panera Bread
8601 Springbrook Drive NE,
Suite C
Blaine, MN 55434

Hosts: Steve Day, J.L.
Sullivan Construction, Inc.
and Kitty Jo Burton, Burton
Insurance Agency Inc.

“Third
Thursdays”
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by Natina James, DLR Group KKEProgram Recap

What Corner Of The Room
Were You In?

Sue Hawkes, CEO and Founder of Yess!
Your Extraordinary Success Strategies
Inc., led an interactive MSCA session on

October 6, 2010. Her goal is to help you
identify your own communication style and
understand others’ in order to better
communicate with them. The idea is that
people are more engaged if they are
understood. Different styles of
communication require different
information.

The seminar began with the following
question: Are you Formal or Informal with
your communication style?

Review this to help you decide:

Formal Informal
Organized Open
Structured Approachable
Conservative Impulsive
Task oriented Flexible
Compulsive Warm
Focused Friendly
Disciplined Relationship-oriented

We were then asked to divide according
to our first style of communication – Formal
vs. Informal. The personal review
continued as we were then asked to
decide if we were Dominant or Easy-
Going.

Dominant Easy-Going
Appear confident Laid-back
Assertive Sensitive
Strong-willed Relaxed
Ambitious Casual
Take-charge Accommodating
Opinionated Good Listener
Goal Oriented Calm
Direct Considerate

The room was then divided again – to
separate the Formal and Informal groups
into four communication groups:
Formal/Dominant, Formal/Easy-Going,
Informal/Dominant and Informal/Easy
Going. Each group was asked to list seven
positive characteristics and seven
“challenges” due to their communication
style. Each group also selected an animal,
car and color that best suited their style.
Some groups such as Formal/Dominant
even chose a name for their animal and
selected a theme song.

Hawkes explained how each style has
different aspects and limitations, and that
people may “cross-over” to another style
when necessary. The most complimentary
partners have opposite communication
styles but must respect each other. Each
group was asked to prepare a “non-
adversarial” question to another group. A
question like “Why do you devalue others
input and accomplishments?” needed to
be rephrased to “What do you value most
in team members when gathering input
and making decisions?”

No single communication style is best.
Every style must utilize characteristics of
other styles to reach the “BEST” style for
Leadership, Planning, Inspiration and
Teamwork, characteristics which most great
communicators have.

The graphic also demonstrates how each
style can regress upon confrontation,
identify each group’s typical goal in
communicating, and how they prefer to
communicate. Understanding the basics to
the different communication styles can
help improve your relationships and
increase your success both personally and
professionally.

Sue Hawkes

event like a walk down a retail
street after a holiday show. If
your business benefits from
exposure to crowds going to
and from events and theaters,
notice where this buzz of traffic
occurs and you may be able
to tap into the excitement of
the crowd.

The Traffic Buzz Really
Helps Downtown Spaces
At busy times such as lunch and
commuting hours, downtown
shoppers are especially
energized by the high density of
traffic on sidewalks and second
floor skywalks that provide them
with immediate access to stores
from their sedentary work
spaces. They may only be able
to accept this hustle-bustle for a
fewminutes, but it can
encourage them to walk a few
minutes longer, see tenmore
stores and feel more like buying.

Hot Spots - continued

October
Professional
Showcase

Mark Anderson, Mike Brandt,
Tom Goodrum

MFRA, Inc. is a
professional consulting
firm with over 40 years of
experience serving clients
in Minnesota and across
the country. Working
within the commercial
sector MFRA understands
that you need detailed,
well-designed and
innovative solutions that
appeal to all types of
users. They strive to
balance each of these
aspects in providing our
clients with the best
possible solutions for your
unique project.
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STRUCTURAL & ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE REPAIR

WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS FOR NEW & EXISTING STRUCTURES

Engineered Construction You Can Trust. Solving Problems. Improving Investments.

SPS Infrastructure, Inc. is one of the nation’s leading repair and restoration contractors.  
Our knowledgeable staff leads the industry in providing you with proven solutions for your 
concrete restoration and waterproofing projects.

SPS Infrastructure has worked nationwide on projects for building owners and property  
managers both large and small.

Membership Renewal Time is nearly here so we thought we’d give you a
quick run-through on how to complete this yourself with our website.

Go to www.msca-online.com and click on the shopping cart icon in
the top right corner.

> When the shopping cart window comes up select Add Member or Guest
and then select Continue As Member (if your computer remembers you
this step isn’t needed).

> After you log in, your name and membership number will come up and
you can select the button Add Item or Registration which will be directly
below your name.

> In the next screen you can scroll to the bottom of the screen and in the
Item to Add section you will see Membership Renewal. Click on
Membership Renewal and then click Add to the right.

> At the next screen you can verify all of your profile information and select
your membership type. After updating your information, select the
Checkout button at the bottom right side of the screen.

> At the next screen you can enter your standard billing information and
the select Complete Checkout.

Congratulations and we’ll see you at the 2011 Meetings and Networking
Events!

Small Talk
Your MSCA Website Tip:
RENEW YOUR MSCA MEMBERSHIP FOR 2011

they were seen as a strong, growing
company and a safe investment.
Today, due to a five-year termination
clause written in many 10-year leases,
Starbucks is closing stores. Investors,
lenders and appraisers ignored this
clause and we are suffering the
consequences today.

Appraisal reports with credible value
estimates are an important tool to
gauge the long-term recovery in the
retail real estate industry. The sales
and leasing activity of recent months is
not normal and should be viewed with
a degree of skepticism. Investors and
appraisers can no longer ignore
certain lease clauses – we all know
that the unthinkable can happen. The
best way to produce credible values is
for appraisers to communicate with
the brokers, developers and investors
on the street. Incorporating their
opinions will help begin the process of
a return to a stable retail real estate
industry.
1 Vernor, James D. Shopping Center Appraisal and
Analysis (2nd Addition). 2009. Appraisal Institute.

Valuing Retail Real Estate - continued

www.spsinfrastructure.net
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A single source for your commercial
building’s maintenance and service needs…

TOTAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE
heating - cooling

maintenance engineer
electrical - lighting

janitorial
facility services

Contact Paul Doud for more information:
pdoud@msitbm.com

952-925-4111
www.managedservicesinc.com

We’re not a
different company.

Just a better looking one.
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